Stratford-on-Avon District Council

What does the rule relate to?

Rule

Live example (before and after)

Financial charges

All part 2 charges have amounts originally
secured and rates of interest populated

Before: Some Part 2 charges had both amounts
and rates of interest blank
After: Amount and rates of interest are populated
for all Part 2 charges

Descriptions

Descriptions have been shortened to comply
with HMLR’s character limit

Before: Descriptions with an exceeding character
limit (1500 characters) were revealed on search
results
After: All descriptions have less than 1500
characters

Registration Dates

Conditional Planning Consents with missing
registration dates had them created by adding 7
days on top of the creation dates

Before: Registration dates were not revealed for
Conditional Planning Consents.
After: All Conditional Planning Consents have
registration dates populated
e.g.
if the charge’s creation date was 01/01/2020
then
the registration date was set to 08/01/2020

Addresses

Some Conditional Planning Consents had
‘Default Address’ as an address. The actual
addresses were held in the descriptions.

Before: Charges had incorrect addresses
After: All charges have correct addresses

Application Types and Decision Statuses

Within conditional planning consents, charges
with non-registrable application types and
decision statuses have been removed

Before: Charges with non-registrable application
types and decision statuses were appearing on
search results
After: Search results
registrable charges

Legislation

Further Information Location

should

only

reveal

Legislation is provided for the following charge
types:
- Conditional Planning Consents
- Listed Buildings
- Ancient Monuments

Before: Search results have not provided
legislation for the mentioned charge types

Further Information Location fields were fully
populated so that users are informed where to
enquire for additional information

Before: Search results have not provided further
information location for all charges

After: Relevant legislation is revealed on search
results

After: Search results inform users where to obtain
additional information about a charge
Charge creation dates

Registration dates

Charge creation dates were added to the
majority of Ancient Monuments and Listed
Buildings. There will be a select number of
Ancient Monuments and Listed Buildings which
will remain without creation dates as they were
not available.

Before: Search results have not revealed creation
dates for Ancient Monuments and Listed
Buildings.

Missing registration dates have been populated

Before: Some charges had missing registration
dates

After: Search results reveal charge creation dates
for the majority of Ancient Monuments and Listed
Buildings

After: Registration dates are revealed for all
charges

